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[edit] 

Database Schema 

sf_merged schema  

[edit] 

SQL Statement Notes 

P. 567 Reserved Words  

record numbering starts at 0 in MySQL  

mysql options on p533 in adobe  

===FLOSSmole Data Request and Comments=== 

This FLOSSmole Data Request document describes the tables that Megan Conklin sent us and 

the reasons why I requested this data.  

 

 ===Data Import Notes=== 

This should work but doesn't because Megan's dump files don't have the db name only the table 

name: 

mysql --verbose --user=XXXXXXXX --password=XXXXXXXX DB_NAME < 

/PATH/TO/DUMPFILE.SQL  

 so 

 

To import the data, I changed to the sf_merged database at the mysql> prompt and used \. 

filename to import the data from projects.sql.  
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to import old csv files from FLOSSmole: 

LOAD DATA INFILE 'C:\\PHP\\uploadtemp\\php23.tmp' REPLACE INTO TABLE 

`sfRawDeveloperData01-Jun-2006` FIELDS TERMINATED BY ';' ENCLOSED BY '"' 

ESCAPED BY '\\' LINES TERMINATED BY '\r\n'  

August,2006 data is tab delimited instead of semicolon delimited as in the old data, so use: 

Successfully imported sfRawUserIntData01-Aug-2006.txt 

tab separated use \t end of record \n  

[edit] 

Count Rows 

Count the number of rows in a table?  

Here is the simplest way: 

SELECT Count(*) FROM project_statistics;  

Here is a way if the table is so large that the count takes forever:  

mysql>SELECT SQL_CALC_FOUND_ROWS * FROM projects  

WHERE proj_unixname LIKE "%"  

Limit 10;  

mysql>SELECT FOUND_ROWS();  

The second SELECT returns a number indicating how many rows the first SELECT would have 

returned had it been written without the LIMIT clause. I tried this and found it agrees with 

COUNT(*).  

 

[edit] 

File Paths 

Note that these rules mean that a file named as `./myfile.txt' is read from the server's data 

directory, whereas the same file named as `myfile.txt' is read from the database directory of the 

default database. For example, the following LOAD DATA statement reads the file `data.txt' 

from the database directory for db1 because db1 is the current database, even though the 

statement explicitly loads the file into a table in the db2 database:  

mysql> USE db1; 

mysql> LOAD DATA INFILE 'data.txt' INTO TABLE db2.my_tab  
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[edit] 

Megan's Export SQL 

mysql -e "select * from project_db_environment where datasource_id=28 order by 

proj_unixname" -u mconklin -p ossmole_merged > sfRawDbEnvData01-Aug-2006.txt  

cat header_db_env.txt sfRawDbEnvData01-Aug-2006.txt > ../sfRawDbEnvData01-Aug-2006.txt  

bzip2 ../sfRawDbEnvData01-Aug-2006.txt  

[edit] 

Select Random Rows 

ORDER BY RAND() combined with LIMIT is useful for selecting a random sample 

from a set of rows: 

mysql> SELECT * FROM table1, table2 WHERE a=b AND c<d -> ORDER BY RAND() 

LIMIT 1000;  

Note that RAND() in a WHERE clause is re-evaluated every time the WHERE is executed.  

RAND() is not meant to be a perfect random generator, but instead is a fast way to generate ad 

hoc random numbers which is portable between platforms for the same MySQL version.  

[edit] 

Methodology Notes 

I've created a database in MySQL 5.0.24 called sf_merged. I intend to import the data Megan 

Conklin gave us (the entire projects, project_statistics and project_statistics60 tables from the 

FLOSSMole (FM) merged database). I also intend to import all the useful data from the August, 

2006 crawl of SF.  

 

[edit] 

8/22/2006 

The first problem I'm having is determining that all the data has been imported from Megan's 

data dumps and the csv files available on Sourceforge. For example, MySQL Administrator says 

that the "projects" table I imported has 1,116,894 rows. PhpMyAdmin says the same table has 

1,164,185 rows and a query of the same table using SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `projects` using 

MySQL query browser says the table has 1,108,423 rows. The good news is when I run SELECT 
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COUNT(*) FROM `projects` on the FM database through the FM web interface (WI), I get 

1,108,423 rows indicating that I have indeed imported the entire projects table. I still need to 

resolve this discrepancy to make absolutely sure I have not lost any data in the import.  

This morning I'm working on getting a file to Kristian H. that includes all the group id's of the SF 

projects so he can crawl SF. Running SELECT p.proj_id_num FROM projects p WHERE 

p.datasource_id = 28; gives a count of 119,590 projects in the 8/06 crawl which agrees with FM 

WI. However, 235 rows have a value of "0" for the group id leaving 119355 projects. Since the 

row numbering starts at 0, the actual count of nonzero group id's is 119354 projects. I just 

finished sending 5 text files with the group_ids to Kris. I had to break the files such that they had 

no more than 24,000 numbers because the MySQL query browser (MQB) comes up with a 

memory error if I try to copy and paste more than 24,000 records. The file export function in 

MQB exported fields that weren't even in the result set when I tried to create the file that way. It 

must be a bug. I also tried to open the exported file in excel and OO calc so I could delete the 

fields that would hinder Kristian, but the files have too many rows to work in those apps.  

[edit] 

8/23/06 

This morning I checked the number of rows in the project_statistics table imported from the 

dump Megan gave us using COUNT(*). We have 2,417,137 records and the FM WI shows the 

same table to have 2,417,136 records. Looking at the last record revealed that we have one extra 

record that has mostly null fields and was probably deleted by the FM people.  

By working with the data yesterday to create the group_id text files for a SF crawl, I convinced 

myself that count(*) gives the actual number of rows in the table. The MySQL Admin and 

PhpMyAdmin numbers should be ignored.  

My first task this morning is to import the project_statistics_60 table from Megan and check the 

row count. After that I'll copy the sql code from the FM schema to create tables and import all 

the Aug 2006 SF crawl csv files that are not in the 3 tables we got from Megan.  

The FM WI says that the project_statistics_60 table has 33,240,298 records. Since it's taking 

about a second to import 13,400 records (I'm watching the dump load on my pc), the data dump 

of this table will take approximately 45 minutes to import into our database. The filesize of the 

unzipped dump is about 2.5 GB. The dump completed successfully and the row count agrees 

with FM WI.  

[edit] 

8/24/2006 

I spent yesterday afternoon trying to import the project_description file from the Aug, 2006 SF 

crawl. The file is tab delimited with no characters enclosing the fields, so carriage returns and 
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line feeds within the description field are interpreted as the end of the record by MySQL. This 

results in too many records imported because many records are split into two or three parts.  

The first thing I plan to do this morning is look at the other csv files I have already imported or I 

need to import and see if there are similar problems. FM WI also reports 167337 records as does 

the line numbering in GEDIT. The sfRawDeveloperData01-Aug-2006 imported successfully.  

The row count of the raw_developer_project_data01_aug_2006 table I created from the SF data 

is 467150 records. SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `developer_projects`WHERE `datasource_id`= 

28; executed on the FM WI reports 233575 records. The line numbering in GEDIT also reports 

233,575 records, so the import of this table was unsuccessful. I executed TRUNCATE 

project_data01_aug_2006; and then used PhpMyAdmin to execute LOAD DATA LOCAL 

INFILE 'C:\\PHP\\uploadtemp\\php19.tmp' INTO TABLE 

`raw_developer_project_data01_aug_2006` FIELDS TERMINATED BY '\t' ESCAPED BY '\\' 

LINES TERMINATED BY '\n'# Affected rows: 233575. I checked the row count 233,575 and 

verified that the table was imported successfuly.  

Import sfRawDbEnvData01-Aug-2006.txt. FM WI says this table has 14549 records. I created 

the table by cutting and pasting sql statements from the FM database schema and executing them 

in MySQL query browser so I would duplicate the FM data types and keys. The imported table 

has 14549 records, so the import was successful.  

Import sfRawDonorsData01-Aug-2006.txt. FM WI says this table has 1698 records. The initial 

import had only 1300 records. Upon examination, I found that duplicate project names had not 

been imported because a primary key had been set on the proj_unixname filed. I deleted the 

keys, truncated the table and reimported. This time all 1698 records were imported.  

The sfRawDownloads01-Aug-2006.txt was not imported because it is extracted from the 

projects_statistics_60 table, which we have in its entirety. I ran the query on our proj_stat_60 

table and came up with the identical row count as in the text file. I also did not import 

sfProjectInfo01-Aug-2006.txt or sfProjectList01-Aug-2006.txt because they are extracted from 

the projects table, which we have in it's entirety.  

Import sfRawIntAudData01-Aug-2006.txt FM WI and the text file say there are 132,942 records 

in this table. 132,942 records were successfully imported.  

Import sfRawLicenseData01-Aug-2006.txt FM WI says this table should have 85071 records and 

the text file agrees.  

Import sfRawOpSysData01-Aug-2006.txt The text file says there are 153,649 records. FM WI is 

returning a timeout at the moment so I can't get that count. The import has 153,669 records in it. 

Perhaps 20 records were split. OK. A quick look at the table showed I failed to delete some 

descriptive text at the top of the file. A reimport resulted in 153,649 records being imported.  

[edit] 
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8/25/2006 

Import sfRawProgLangData01-Aug-2006.txt The text file says there are 106,750 records and FM 

WI agrees. I successfully imported 106750 records into our sf_merged MySQL database.  

Import sfRawStatusData01-Aug-2006.txt The text file says there are 82014 records and FM WI 

agrees. I successfully imported 82014 records into our sf_merged MySQL database.  

Import sfRawTopicData01-Aug-2006.txt The text file says there are 138241 records and FM WI 

agrees. I successfully imported 138241 records into our sf_merged MySQL database.  

Import sfRawUserIntData01-Aug-2006.txt The text file says there are 79399 records and FM WI 

agrees. I successfully imported 79399 records into our sf_merged MySQL database.  

The last table I need to import is sfProjectDesc01-Aug-2006.txt. I had problems with this table as 

mentioned above under 8/24/2006. FM WI says there should be 118609 records in this table. I 

found out from Megan that the file was created by MySQL as an output file so it must be able to 

be imported correctly. I think I just need to get the right escape string. I tried putting n in for the 

escape string in phpMyAdmin, but that resulted in an import of only 48744 records being 

imported. After talking with Megan and trying some things, it appears that when you export the 

way Megan does, mysql just doesn't handle the newlines within fields properly. Apparently it 

inserts a /n for some reason and there doesn't seem to be any way to import the file. I brought it 

to Megan's attention and she created a file using Select to Outfile. This file imported properly 

using the settings above. I've got all the FM data into the database!  

[edit] 

9/20/2006 

I'm back to working with our sf_merged database today. My task is to try to do all the work that 

can be done in order to classify projects as successful or failed while I'm waiting for Thomas and 

Dave to do the crawl of SF. I'm working off the SamplingStrategy#Constructing a Sampling 

Database that Allows Sampling on the Dependent Variable (Success/Failure) (BE) and the 

DependentVariableMeasures. Starting at the top of Constructing a Sampling..., I can't determine 

the phase of the project until we have the total number of releases. I also can't determine failure 

in initiation until I know if the project had a release. I can calculate the age of the project. The 

TestSample showed that if a project doesn't have a release for a year it is probably abandoned 

and failed in initiation. I can also calculate the number of projects that have websites hosted 

other places besides SF in order to get some idea of the error rate we might experience in our 

classification.  

[edit] 

9/21/2006 
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I copied the "datasources" table from the FLOSSmole web interface and added it to our 

sf_merged database. The datasources table links the datasource id to information about the 

crawls. I created a new table called projects_aug_2006 and populated the table with the 119590 

records from the aug 2006 crawl of SF using:  

INSERT INTO projects_aug_2006 

SELECT * FROM projects p 

WHERE p.datasource_id = 28; 

I made the primary key on the table the proj_unixname and verified that there are no duplicate 

projects.  

I ran the following query to populate the lifespan_yrs field for the projects_aug_2006 table:  

UPDATE projects_aug_2006  

SET lifespan_yrs = (DATEDIFF(date_collected, date_registered)/365);  

235 records have 0 for the registered date, so 235 of the 119,590 records have a null value for the 

lifespan in years. Most of these projects appear to be invalid projects, some require logins and at 

least one project has a registered date but it is missing from the data.  

The oldest project, englightenment, is 6.74 years old. 138 projects were one day old. The average 

age is 2.65 years old.  

I moved onto looking into the url field in projects_aug_2006 and found some dissapointing 

news. Apparently Megan has merely concatenated the http://sourceforge...to the project name to 

get the urls. We actually need to parse the summary page to get the url of the home page link. I'll 

speak to Megan about this in the chat room.  

[edit] 

10/20/2006 

I started today by reviewing Thomas' problems with the download. The results of my research 

can be found in ThomasProblems.  

I then turned to importing Thomas' data into the sf_merged database. I set up a table called 

project_files with the proper fields. I successfully imported the 119355 records corresponding to 

the 119355 group id's in the aug 06 FLOSSmole crawl of sourceforge, but the time data and 

numerical data did not import properly. The time fields and the number of release fields were 

imported with a value of 0; however, the proj_id_num imported correctly. I then tried setting the 

data types of all the fields to varchar in hopes that the import problem was a type conversion 

problem. This resulted in all the data being imported but for some unkown reason the field 

delimiter (") was not removed by the load infile command. I eliminated all the delimiters from 

the text file and tried to import it into the table with the datetime data type, but MySQL will not 

accept the empty field as a datetime even though the field is configured to accept null values. I 
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finally successfuly imported all the data into the table with all the fields set as varchar for a 

datatype. I'll try and do a type conversion from text to datetime on those fields.  

[edit] 

10/23/06 

I'm starting today by checking the counts of projects that Thomas found errors in. I had trouble 

doing string comparisons to find the value "True" using the LIKE statment for some unkown 

reason, so I went back to Thomas' text file and changed all the "true" values to 1 and the false 

values to 0. I then successfully imported all the data including all the proper data types into the 

project files table. I made a duplicate table called project_files_working on which I'll perform 

calculations.  

I did a count of "hidden" projects (projects that required a login)= 8212. I'll do a random sample 

of twenty projects from this population to see if all the projects are invalid (have been deleted 

from SF). I looked up about ten projects from the 8212, and they were all invalid projects. I'll 

download project names from the Oct. 2006 FLOSSmole crawl of SF and do a join to verify that 

all 8212 projects have been deleted.  

Count of the "bad_data" field = 159 projects. These 159 projects have null values for the 

date_collected field, date of first release field and date of last release field. Thomas can correct 

this if we'd like.  

Count of no_releases = 53,848 projects  

Count of projects with 0 num_releases = 62219  

Why don't the # of projects with no releases and the # of projects with 0 releases agree? 8371 

projects have 0 number of releases but the no_releases field says "0" meaning "False" meaning 

that the project does have releases. It turns out that these are the projects that have either bad data 

or were "hidden" when crawled (8212 + 159 = 8371) (62219 - 53848 = 8371)  

So actually, we have good data only on 119355 - 8371 = 110,984 projects.  

53,848/110,984 or 49% of the projects in the database have no file releases listed on SF. The 

project website url data that Megan is sending should shed more light on how many projects 

might have file releases in other places than SF.  

[edit] 

10/25/2006 

I started today by importing the file of real_urls given to us by Megan. I had some trouble 

importing the file because two rows in the text file were corrupted and had to be fixed by hand. I 

successfully imported 119590 records into table real_url_aug_2006, which agrees with the 
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number of projects in the projects_aug_2006 table. 235 rows in the projects_aug_2006 table have 

0 for a proj_id_number. So we only have 119355 projects in the project_files table.  

I added a column called real_url to the projects_aug_2006 table and updated it with the values 

from the real_url_aug_2006 table.  

I downloaded the october 2006 project list (sfProjectList01-Oct-2006.txt.bz2) from the 

FLOSSmole website and imported 116244 records which agrees with the number of lines in the 

text file.  

[edit] 

10/27/2006 

I updated the project_files table with the proj_unixname from the projects_aug_2006 table and 

verified that the unixnames and group ids matched for all records (by doing a join on those fields 

and counting the results = 199355)  

I ran the query: SELECT count(*) FROM project_files p, project_list_oct_2006 pl WHERE 

p.hidden = 1 AND p.proj_unixname = pl.proj_unixname;  

to check if any of the 8212 files that Thomas found as hidden still existed in the October SF data. 

53 of these projects exist in the October SF data. I've emailed Thomas the list of these 53 

projects to check the html for these project pages. I also let Thomas know that we need to get the 

html into a table in our database.  

[edit] 

10/28/2006 

I started today by attempting to classify projects as in initiation. I created a new table called 

project_classify with three fields: proj_unixname, phase and class. The phase includes 2 

possibilities. 0 for initiation and 1 for growth;  

Projects that are in initiation are projects that have no file releases and have their project website 

hosted at SF. In the test sample, only 4 of 26 projects with websites not hosted at SF had no file 

releases and only 3 of the 26 had less than 3 file releases. If a project has its website hosted 

outside SF it has only a 15% chance of being in the initiation phase and it has a 73% chance of 

being in the growth phase.  

The following query gives only 12,373 projects that have websites separate from SF and 106,982 

hosted on SF for a total of 119,355 projects. Only 10% of the projects hosted on SF have project 

websites hosted elsewhere, so our error rate from classifying projects with websites hosted 

elsewhere should be very small. SELECT count(*) FROM projects_aug_2006 p WHERE 

p.real_url NOT LIKE "%sourceforge.net%" AND p.real_url NOT LIKE "NULL" limit 100;  
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I ran the following query to classify projects as in initiation 58690 rows were affected  

UPDATE project_classify p, project_files pf, projects_aug_2006 ps 

SET p.proj_phase = 0 

WHERE pf.num_releases = 0 

AND p.proj_unixname=pf.proj_unixname 

AND ps.real_url LIKE "%sourceforge.net%" 

#this line eliminates the 235 projects with a zero value for the proj_id_num 

#I later realized this is not necessary because the proj_files table does not 

contain 

#projects with a zero value for the proj_id_num 

AND ps.real_url NOT LIKE "NULL"      

AND p.proj_unixname=ps.proj_unixname; 

 

[edit] 

10/29/06 

I started by checking that the total of projects that had 0 file releases and their websites were not 

hosted on SF. This number is only 3,529 projects which means most projects whose websites are 

not hosted on SF still release their files through SF (*note that this makes the classification 

mentioned above even more accurate because we're only classifying 3,529 projects or about 3% 

of the projects on SF as in the growth phase when they show no file releases on SF). I added the 

number of projects with websites not hosted on SF that had zero num_releases (3,529) and >0 

num_releases(8844) and the number (12,373) agreed with the total number of websites not 

hosted on SF. This is a check that there are no anomolies in the data.  

I also checked that the total number of projects (119,355) minus ((the number of projects with 

zero num_releases that have websites not hosted on SF, 3529) plus (the number of projects with 

greater than zero file releases 57,136)) equals the number of projects classified as in initiation, 

58,690.  

These checks gave me the confidence to classify all projects not classified as in initiation as 

projects in the growth phase by running the following SQL statement, which affected 

60,665 rows:  

UPDATE project_classify t 

SET t.proj_phase = 1 

WHERE t.proj_phase IS NULL; 

ALL PROJECTS HAVE NOW BEEN CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO PHASE 

58,690/119,355 or 49% of the projects on SF are in the initiation phase and 60,665/199,355 or 

51% of the projects on SF are in the growth phase. NOTE THAT ALMOST HALF THE 

PR0JECTS ON SF HAVE NO FILE RELEASES  

I next decided classify the projects that are indeterminate in the growth phase. I ran the following 

query, which affected 15,152 rows:  
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SELECT p.proj_unixname, p.date_registered, p.lifespan_yrs, t.proj_phase, 

p.real_url  

FROM    projects_aug_2006 p, test_project_classify t 

WHERE p.lifespan_yrs < 1 AND t.proj_phase = 0 AND t.proj_unixname = 

p.proj_unixname; 

SURPRISINGLY, 15,152 PROJECTS ARE INDETERMINATE IN THE INITIATION PHASE. 

THIS WAS UNEXPECTED SINCE NO PROJECTS IN THIS CATEGORY APPEARED IN 

THE TEST SAMPLE. SINCE TWO TIMES THE SE FOR THE TEST SAMPLE WAS 

AROUND 22%, IT'S UNDERSTANDABLE BUT OF LOW PROBABILITY THAT WE 

MIGHT HAVE MISSED AN EVENT THAT ONLY OCCURS 15% OF THE TIME  

I'm currently thinking of the following values for the proj_class field:  

 0=failed in initiation  

 1=indeterminate in initiation  

 2=indeterminate in growth  

 3=failed in growth  

 4=successful in growth  

I ran the following query and classified 15,152 projects as indeterminate in the initiation phase:  

UPDATE project_classify t, projects_aug_2006 p 

SET t.proj_class =1 

WHERE t.proj_unixname = p.proj_unixname 

AND p.lifespan_yrs < 1 

AND t.proj_phase = 0; 

I ran the following query and classified 43,538 projects as failed in the initiation phase (note that 

the total 43,538 + 15,152 = 58,690, which is the total number of projects in the initiation phase):  

UPDATE project_classify t, projects_aug_2006 p 

SET t.proj_class = 0 

WHERE t.proj_unixname = p.proj_unixname 

AND p.lifespan_yrs >= 1 

AND t.proj_phase = 0; 

NOTE THAT 43,538/119,355 OR 74% OF THE PROJECTS IN THE INITIATION 

STAGE ARE FAILED IN THE INITIATION PHASE. THIS FIGURE IS ALMOST 

EXACTLY THE FIGURE THAT RESULTED FROM THE TEST SAMPLE.  

[edit] 

10/31/06 

I have only three categories left to classify: 1)indeterminate in growth, 2)failure in growth and 

3)success in growth. In order to calculate indeterminate in growth (1 OR 2 releases and less than 

a year since the last release), I first have to calculate the time since the project's last release and 
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the date_collected in years. I'll call this the last_release_yrs and add the field to the project_files 

table.  

I checked that there are no projects with >0 releases that have 0 for a last release date. I ran the 

following query that affected 57136 rows, which is the number of rows with >0 releases:  

UPDATE project_files 

SET last_release_yrs = (DATEDIFF(date_collected, last_release)/365) 

WHERE last_release != 0; 

1) I ran the following query to classify projects as indeterminate in the growth phase 5727 

rows were affected so 5727/119355 or 4.8% of projects are indeterminate in growth:  

UPDATE project_files p, test_project_classify t 

SET t.proj_class = 2 

WHERE (p.num_releases = 1 OR p.num_releases = 2) 

AND p.last_release_yrs < 1 

AND p.proj_unixname = t.proj_unixname; 

2) I ran the following query to classify projects as failed in the growth phase, 18885 rows 

were affected so 18885/119355  or 15.8% of projects are failed in growth:  

UPDATE project_files p, test_project_classify t 

SET t.proj_class = 3 

WHERE (p.num_releases = 1 OR p.num_releases = 2) 

AND p.last_release_yrs >= 1 

AND p.proj_unixname = t.proj_unixname; 

3) To classify the remaining projects (36053), I first classified all projects with websites 

hosted off SF and with num_releases = 0 as category 4, successful. 3,529 projects are in this 

category. I used the following query:  

UPDATE project_classify t, projects_aug_2006 p, project_files pf 

SET t.proj_class = 4 

WHERE p.real_url NOT LIKE "%sourceforge.net%" 

AND p.real_url NOT LIKE "NULL" 

AND pf.num_releases = 0 

AND t.proj_unixname = p.proj_unixname 

AND t.proj_unixname = pf.proj_unixname; 

To classify the remaining 32,524 projects, I need to consider the number of downloads per unit 

of time since the first file release. A new field called first_release_mths will be calculated as the 

time between the first release and the date_collected. Another field called 

num_downloads_monthly will be calculated by dividing the num_downloads by the number of 

months since the first release. I chose a month interval because a project might have a substantial 

number of downloads in the first week and then very few downloads thereafter. A year interval 

might be too long because many projects might have a substantial number of downloads within 

the first three or four months of the first release. I'll then create a histogram of the numbers to 

estimate where a reasonable cutoff might be. For example, a project with an average of 4 or less 



downloads per month probably doesn't have a usefull software product. A preliminary query 

shows that only 3817 of the 32,524 projects not classified has less than 100 downloads.  

[edit] 

11/1/06 

3) Continued: I created a field called first_release_months in the project_files table, and I 

executed the following query, which affected 57136 records:  

UPDATE project_files 

SET first_release_mths = (DATEDIFF(date_collected, first_release)/30) 

WHERE first_release != 0;  

436 projects had their first release less than one month from the date_collected, so I set the 

first_release_months = 1 for those projects. Otherwise, the number of downloads listed in 

first_release_months would be greater than the actual number of downloads.  

UPDATE project_files 

SET first_release_mths = 1 

WHERE first_release_mths < 1; 

I created a field called num_downloads_monthly in the project_files table, and I executed the 

following query which affectd 57136 records:  

UPDATE test_project_files 

SET num_downloads_monthly = num_downloads/first_release_mths 

WHERE first_release_mths > 0; 

note: 60 projects have a release but no downloads, so the number of projects with >0 

num_downloads_monthly = 57,076  

I created a table of the count of projects with less than a certain number of monthly downloads. 

Monthly Downloads Chart  

NOTE: 16 projects that have not been classified have file releases but no downloads. Some of 

them are hosted on SF and some have websites hosted elsewhere.  

As a result of finding 5 projects with websites not hosted on SF but having releases on SF with 

no file downloads on SF. I decided that these projects should be classified as successful in 

growth. I corrected the classification of these projects done at the beginning of part 3 above. The 

SQL below reclassified the 5 projects as successful and reclassified 6 other projects classified as 

indeterminate in growth and failed in growth based on the file release record on SF, which may 

be faulty. 11 records were affected.  

UPDATE project_classify t, projects_aug_2006 p, project_files pf 

SET t.proj_class = 4 

WHERE p.real_url NOT LIKE "%sourceforge.net%" 
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AND p.real_url NOT LIKE "NULL" 

AND (pf.num_releases = 0 OR pf.num_downloads = 0) 

AND t.proj_unixname = p.proj_unixname 

AND t.proj_unixname = pf.proj_unixname; 

 

The new count is 3,540 projects classified as successful in growth because they have no releases 

or no downloads from SF and have websites separate from SF. The remaining 8833 projects 

hosted separately from SF have file releases and file downloads hosted from SF. There are 12373 

projects not hosted on SF in total. There are now 32519 projects remaining unclassified. 18884 

projects are now classified as 3(FG) and 5722(IG) as 2.  

I rather arbitrarily decide to classify all projects where the number of downloads per month is 

less than 4 as failed in growth. WE SHOULD CHECK THIS THROUGH SAMPLING The only 

justification I have for this is noticing that many failed projects on SF get downloaded at least a 

few times per month, apparently out of curiousity or because people are looking for usable code.  

I classified all projects in the test_proj_classify table. All that I have remaining to do is check 

that test table and run the queries on the proj_classify table. I also need to fix one project 

classified as 3 that is hosted off SF and has no downloads but has releases.  

[edit] 

11/03/06 

Although the original test sample showed that about 75% of projects with websites hosted off SF 

were successfull in growth, it turns out that 75% of projects with websites not hosted on SF have 

releases and downloads hosted on SF. Because of this, I decided to do a test sample of 20 

projects whose websites are hosted off of SF but have a value of 0 for the num_releases OR 

num_downloads. There are 3540 projects in this category. (There are only 11 projects that have 

websites hosted off SF AND have num_releases > 0 AND have num_downloads = 0). I ran the 

following query to get a random sample:  

SELECT * FROM projects_aug_2006 p, project_files pf, project_classify pc 

WHERE p.real_url NOT LIKE "%sourceforge.net%" 

AND p.real_url NOT LIKE "NULL" 

AND (pf.num_releases = 0 OR pf.num_downloads = 0) 

AND pf.proj_unixname = p.proj_unixname 

AND pc.proj_unixname = p.proj_unixname 

ORDER BY RAND() LIMIT 20; 

The Sample showed that 4 of the websites had broken links, 1 was restricted and 2 were not 

related to opensource projects. 7 of the projects were successful in the growth phase and I 

classified 8 as failed at initiation because we have no evidence that they ever had releases or 

downloads. Since twice the standard deviation of the error for the sample is 22% the conficence 

intervals are very wide. In other words the sample is inconclusive but indicates that about half 

the projects may be successful in growth and half failures in initiation. I decided to classify all 

these projects as successful in growth because that category was the easiest to be sure of when 
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evaluating the websites. We could easily use wget to crawl the websites and classify the projects 

whose websites don't exist as failed in initiation, but for now I'll classify them as 4. Perhaps 1700 

projects or 1.5% of the 199,355 projects may be misclassified because of this decision.  

As a result of my decision above I ran the query to classify more projects as failed in growth. 

3397 rows were affected:  

UPDATE project_classify t, project_files p 

SET t.proj_class = 3 

WHERE p.num_downloads_monthly <= 4 

AND t.proj_class IS NULL 

AND t.proj_unixname = p.proj_unixname;  

There are now a total of 22,281 projects classified as 3(FG)  

I ran the following query to classify the remaining projects as 4 (SG). 29122 rows were affected.  

UPDATE project_classify t 

SET t.proj_class = 4 

WHERE t.proj_class is null; 

There are now 32,662 projects classified as 4 (SG).  

ALL PROJECTS ARE NOW CLASSIFIED  

proj_phase  

58690 I (0)  

60665 G (1)  

119355 Total  

 

proj_classify  

43538 FI (0)  

15152 II (1)  

5722 IG (2)  

22281 FG (3)  

32662 SG (4)  

119355 Total  



[edit] 

Results 

Successfully imported the `project_statistics` and `projects tables` that Megan gave us and 

verified that the row count agrees with the FLOSSmole Web Interface (FMWI).  

Sent 119,354 group_ids to Kristian. Hopefully he'll have time to start a crawl of SF.  

Sent a zip of the Bioinformatics pages I crawled to Megan on 8/22/2006  

Successfully imported the `project_statistics_60` table and verified the row count.  

Successfully imported sfRawDeveloperData01-Aug-2006 

Successfully imported sfRawDeveloperProjectData01-Aug-2006  

Successfully imported sfRawDbEnvData01-Aug-2006.txt 

Successfully imported sfRawDonorsData01-Aug-2006.txt 

Successfully imported sfRawIntAudData01-Aug-2006.txt 

Successfully imported sfRawLicenseData01-Aug-2006.txt  

Successfully imported sfRawOpSysData01-Aug-2006.txt  

Successfully imported sfRawProgLangData01-Aug-2006.txt  

Successfully imported sfRawStatusData01-Aug-2006.txt 

Successfully imported sfRawTopicData01-Aug-2006.txt 

Successfully imported sfRawUserIntData01-Aug-2006.txt 

Successfully imported sfProjectDesc01-Aug-2006.txt 

Successfully imported the Sept. 06 crawl we did of SF files pages 

Classified 119,355 projects according to phase 

ALL 199,355 PROJECTS HAVE BEEN CLASSIFIED AS SUCCESSFUL OR FAILED 

[edit] 

Classification v2 Methodology 

[edit] 

1/10/07 

In the first classification detailed above, the data for num_releases in the project_files table 

actually was the total number of files released rather than the number of releases. Also, the 

first_release data is incorrect for projects with more than three releases. Thomas has sent me 

corrected data for the total number of releases. I plan to import this data into the sf_merged 

database, verify its accuracy to the extent possible and re classify all projects using the scripts 

above.  
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I first eliminated the quotation marks used for enclosing text in Thomas' new data file using MS 

Word. I imported the data into a new table called fix_release_data but had problems querying the 

data because of spaces imported into the database from the new data file. I used MS word to 

eliminate the spaces. Thomas' new data file is missing project names for 8371 project ids and an 

additional 45 project names disagree with the original data. In other words the project ids are the 

same but the project names are different. This error makes me question the accuracy of Thomas' 

data. I ran the following query to check for disagreements in the old and new data.  

SELECT * FROM fix_release_data f, project_files p 

WHERE f.proj_id_num = p.proj_id_num 

AND p.num_releases = 0 

AND f.num_releases != 0 

; 

Projects where the old data has 0 or 1 release should also have 0 or 1 release in the new data. I 

also ran the above query and changed the 0s to 1s. I found no disagreements in the data.  

 

Next I ran the following query to see how many projects have been missclassified as SG when 

they should be TG (used to be FG for failed growth, now using TG for tragedy in growth) or IG. 

The query returned 5983 projects.  

SELECT * FROM fix_release_data f, project_files p 

WHERE f.proj_id_num = p.proj_id_num 

AND p.num_releases > 2 

AND f.num_releases < 3 

; 

I spot checked a few projects and found that SF has apparently allowed projects to change names 

since the Aug, 2006 FM data was released. A spot check of files incorrectly classified as SG 

shows the new file release data to be correct.  

Since I'm fairly convinced the new data is correct, I'm changing the num_releases field name 

(project_files table) to num_file_releases and creating a new field named num_releases. I used 

the following query to update the table with the new num_releases data:  

UPDATE project_files p, fix_release_data f 

SET p.num_releases = f.num_releases 

WHERE p.proj_id_num=f.proj_id_num; 

As a result of communicating with Thomas, I realized that the 8371 projects for which he had no 

project names are projects for which we could not download the data or projects where data was 

missing. I had incorrectly classified these projects (86 as IG and 8285 as FG). I ran the following 

query to set value of the num_file_releases and num_releases fields to null for these projects:  

UPDATE project_files t 

SET num_file_releases = null 

WHERE   t.hidden = 1 OR t.bad_data = 1; 



 

I will redo the classification from the beginning in order to correct this error and correct for 

release data error.  

[edit] 

1/11/07 

I copied the structure of the project_classify table to a new table called project_classify_v2. I ran 

the following query to insert the project names:  

INSERT INTO project_classify_v2 (proj_unixname) 

SELECT p.proj_unixname FROM project_classify p 

; 

 

I ran the following query to determine how many of the 12,373 projects that have websites 

hosted off SF are invalid projects (8371 projects are invalid). The query returned 343 projects:  

SELECT * FROM projects_aug_2006 p, project_files pf 

WHERE p.real_url NOT LIKE "%sourceforge.net%" 

AND p.real_url NOT LIKE "NULL" 

AND pf.num_releases IS NULL 

AND pf.proj_unixname = p.proj_unixname; 

I noticed in the above query that the field real_url had the text "NULL" in some fields instead of 

the value NULL. I corrected this inconsistency by running the following query:  

UPDATE projects_aug_2006 t 

SET t.real_url = null 

WHERE t.real_url LIKE "NULL"; 

I set the project phase for projects in initiation by running the following query. Note that the 

8371 projects for which we have no release data have had the num_releases field set to null and 

are thus eliminated from the classification. The 8371 projects will have null values for phase and 

class in the classification table. Of the 8371, 8028 are hosted on SF and thus the old number of 

projects in initiation (58,690) will be reduced to 50,662 (58,690-8028)  

UPDATE project_classify_v2 p, project_files pf, projects_aug_2006 ps 

SET p.proj_phase = 0 

WHERE pf.num_releases = 0 

AND p.proj_unixname=pf.proj_unixname 

AND ps.real_url LIKE "%sourceforge.net%" 

#the line below eliminates the 235 projects with a zero value for the 

proj_id_num 

#I later realized this is not necessary because the proj_files table does not 

contain 

#projects with a zero value for the proj_id_num 

AND ps.real_url NOT LIKE "NULL" 

AND p.proj_unixname=ps.proj_unixname; 
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I next classified all projects with >0 number of releases as in the growth stage. I ran the 

following query which affected 57136 rows.  

UPDATE project_classify_v2 p, project_files pf 

SET p.proj_phase = 1 

WHERE pf.num_releases > 0 

AND p.proj_unixname = pf.proj_unixname; 

There are 3,529 projects with 0 releases that have websites not hosted on SF. 343 of these are 

invalid projects leaving 3,186 valid projects with 0 file releases not hosted on SF. 57136 (G) + 

50662 (I) + 3,186 (unknown) = 110984, the number of valid projects. The query below finds the 

3,186 unknown projects.  

Select count(*) FROM project_files pf, projects_aug_2006 ps 

WHERE pf.num_releases = 0 

AND pf.proj_unixname=ps.proj_unixname 

AND ps.real_url NOT LIKE "%sourceforge.net%"; 

I next classified projects as II (1) with the following query. 15,073 records were affected:  

UPDATE test_project_classify t, projects_aug_2006 p 

SET t.proj_class = 1 

WHERE t.proj_unixname = p.proj_unixname 

AND p.lifespan_yrs < 1 

AND t.proj_phase = 0; 

I next classified projects as FI (0) with the following query. 35,589 records were affected:  

UPDATE test_project_classify t, projects_aug_2006 p 

SET t.proj_class = 0 

WHERE t.proj_unixname = p.proj_unixname 

AND p.lifespan_yrs >= 1 

AND t.proj_phase = 0; 

Note that the II class has 79 less projects than before and the FI class has 7,949 less projects than 

before. These total to 8,028 fewer projects, which equals the number of invalid projects with 

websites hosted on SF.  

I next classified projects as IG (2) with the following query. 7523 rows were affected.  

UPDATE project_files p, test_project_classify t 

SET t.proj_class = 2 

WHERE (p.num_releases = 1 OR p.num_releases = 2) 

AND p.last_release_yrs < 1 

AND p.proj_unixname = t.proj_unixname; 

I next classified projects as FG (3) with the following query. 23072 records were affected.  

UPDATE project_files p, test_project_classify t 

SET t.proj_class = 3 

WHERE (p.num_releases = 1 OR p.num_releases = 2) 



AND p.last_release_yrs >= 1 

AND p.proj_unixname = t.proj_unixname; 

There are some projects that have releases but a low number of downloads. I used the following 

query to get a sense of these numbers.  

SELECT count(*) FROM project_files p 

WHERE p.num_releases > 2 

AND p.num_downloads < 1; 

num proj      num downloads 

5              <1 

41             <5  

81             <10 

1064           <50 

2427           <100 

Since I don't expect that projects in the growth phase with less than 5 downloads are "useful" 

software products, I classified them as FG (3) using the following query. 41 records were 

affected:  

UPDATE project_files p, test_project_classify t 

SET t.proj_class = 3 

WHERE p.proj_unixname = t.proj_unixname 

AND p.num_releases > 2 

AND p.num_downloads < 5;  

I classified the remaining projects as SG (4)using the query below. 26,500 records were affected.  

UPDATE project_files p, test_project_classify t 

SET t.proj_class = 4 

WHERE p.proj_unixname = t.proj_unixname 

AND p.num_releases > 2 

AND p.num_downloads > 4;  

 

 

[edit] 

Results_v2 

I successfully imported corrected release data into a table called fix_release_data. I checked this 

data by running queries and spot checking. As far as I can tell, the data seems accurate.  

I kept the old data in a field called num_file_releases in the project_files table and added a new 

field with the correct data called num_releases.  

I set values for both the num_releases and the num_file_releases to null for projects which were 

purged by SF and thus for which we do not have release data.  
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The New Numbers for the Classification are:  

proj_phase  

50662 I (0)  

57136 G (1)  

3186 (NULL) valid projects unclassified because they have websites separate from SF  

110,984 Total  

 

proj_classify  

35589 TI (0)  

15073 II (1)  

7523 IG (2)  

23113 TG (3)  

26500 SG (4)  

 

3186 (NULL) valid projects unclassified because they have websites separate from SF  

110,984 Total  

[edit] 

Classification v3 Methodology 

[edit] 

1/16/07 

Unexpectedly, Thomas sent me a file with the corrected first release dates so I'm importing it and 

planning to update the classification with the new data. The file has the text "none" for some of 

the first release dates and lines like (81386: no dates, possibly need release_id) for 173 project 

id's. I eliminated the text from the lines that said "none" and changed the lines with "no dates, 

possibly need release_id" like the one above to (81386,none) so they would import (the project 

id followed by a colon and text will not import since the project ids have an integer data type in 

the database. I successfully imported 119,355 records into a new table called 

fix_first_release_date.  
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Now I need to check the validity of the data. I ran the following query to chek the 173 project 

id's with "none" for a date against the project_files table.  

SELECT * FROM fix_first_release_date f, project_files p 

WHERE f.first_release = "none" 

AND f.proj_id_num = p.proj_id_num; 

All the projects with "none" for a date in Thomas' new data have a first_release date in the 

project files table. Some of these projects have 1 release but 87 have more than 1 release. A 

manual spot check gives troubling results. Project 79215 now is called "buildmonkey" when 

previously it had the name b2b framework. Buildmonkey has no releases while b2bframework 

had 18 releases. Is SF reusing project id numbers? Looking for 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/b2bframework/ shows that the project no longer exists. Project id 

81386 (adsystem) currently has 1 release but had 14 releases in our old data. Project 75156 

(alita) had 1 file release in our old data and currently has 0 file releases.  

A count of projects that Thomas had labelled "None" shows 62,219 projects. This agrees with 

the number of projects in the project files table that have no releases or have a null value for the 

number of releases. (8371 projects have a null value because the projects were deleted from SF). 

I ran the following query to make sure that no projects where Thomas had a value of "None" had 

more than 0 releases in the project_files table. The query returned 0 records.  

SELECT * FROM fix_first_release_date f, project_files p 

WHERE f.first_release = "" 

AND f.proj_id_num = p.proj_id_num 

AND p.num_releases > 0; 

I now want to compare the first release dates for projects with 1 release or <= 3 releases to see if 

the new data agrees with the old data (all the projects with <=3 releases should have the same 

release dates in the new and old data). First I have to convert the dates from text (I imported the 

dates as text because of text appearing in some of the date fields). To do this I have to set the 

value of the empty values or text values to 0000-00-00 00:00:00 (the default value for the 

datetime data type or MySQL will refuse to convert the data type). Since I don't want to lose the 

ability to identify the 173 projects with missing data, I created a new text field called 

proj_missing_data and set the value of that field to "no data" for projects missing data in the new 

data. OK these tasks were completed successfully.  

I ran the following query to see how many projects with <=3 file releases had different first 

release dates (note that all projects with 1 file release in the project_files table have first_release 

and last_release dates that are equal). The query returned 232 rows showing 232 discrepencies in 

the data. (note: there are more discrepencies but the differences are often seconds or hours)  

SELECT * FROM fix_first_release_date f, project_files p 

WHERE f.proj_id_num = p.proj_id_num 

AND p.num_releases <= 3 

AND (datediff(f.first_release, p.first_release) < -1  

OR datediff(f.first_release, p.first_release) >   1) 

AND f.proj_missing_data is null; 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/b2bframework/


A spot check of the results of the above query indicate that indeed the dates of the first release 

for some projects on SF have changed since our original crawl! This means that we should use 

the original data for projects with <= 3 releases.  

I renamed the first_release field in the project_files table "old_first_release" and added a field 

called new_first_release. I updated the new first release field using the following query.  

UPDATE project_files p, fix_first_release_date f 

SET p.new_first_release = f.first_release 

WHERE f.proj_id_num = p.proj_id_num; 

OK. I'm almost ready to reclassify. Since I plan to go back to the <=4 downloads/month criteria 

instead of > 5 releases, I need to fix the first_release_months field. I first renamed the field 

old_first_release_months. Since the old data is better for projects with <=3 releases, I ran the 

following query to set the values of the new field to the old. 36512 rows were affected, which 

equals the number of records that have < 4 releases and a non-null valued for 

old_first_release_mths.  

UPDATE project_files p SET p.new_first_release_mths = p.old_first_release_mths WHERE 

p.num_releases < 4;  

Next, I ran the following query to calculate the rest of the values based on the new data. 20573 

rows were affected.  

 

UPDATE project_files p 

SET p.new_first_release_mths = (DATEDIFF(p.date_collected, 

p.new_first_release)/30) 

WHERE p.new_first_release != 0 

AND p.num_releases > 3; 

51 projects have > 3 releases and 0 for new_first_release (because of missing data in the new 

crawl). so there are 110984-51=110933 valid projects remainaing. The new count is 62270 

projects with null new_first_release_mths. 14786 projects have changed values for 

new_first_release_mths. 138 records show the new value to be < the old value meaning that the 

new_first_release date got newer (meaning changed dates on SF or parsing errors). In some 

cases, the new_first_release_mths is negative. I ran the following query to find projects with > 3 

releases whose release date had gotten newer in the new data. The query returned 116 rows.  

SELECT p.proj_unixname, p.old_first_release, p.new_first_release, 

p.num_releases, 

p.new_first_release_mths, p.old_first_release_mths FROM project_files p 

WHERE datediff(p.old_first_release, p.new_first_release) < 0 

AND p.num_releases > 3; 

I next ran an update query to set the value of the new_first_release to the old value for these 

projects. This query affected 116 rows.  



UPDATE project_files p SET p.new_first_release = p.old_first_release WHERE 

datediff(p.old_first_release, p.new_first_release) < 0 AND p.num_releases > 3;  

I next reran the following query to correct the negative new_first_release_months. 116 rows 

were affected.  

UPDATE project_files p 

SET p.new_first_release_mths = (DATEDIFF(p.date_collected, 

p.new_first_release)/30) 

WHERE p.new_first_release != 0 

AND p.num_releases > 3; 

29 rows have a first_release_mths < 1 so I ran the following query to set those values equal to 1 

(otherwise the downloads/month could be greater than the actual number of downloads).  

UPDATE project_files 

SET new_first_release_mths = 1 

WHERE new_first_release_mths < 1; 

I next labeled the num_downloads_monthly field old_num_downloads... and made a new field 

new_num_downloads_monthly. I ran the following query to set the values of the new field. 

57085 rows were affected, which is the new number of projects in the growth phase (57136-

51=57085).  

UPDATE project_files 

SET new_num_downloads_monthly = num_downloads/new_first_release_mths 

WHERE new_first_release_mths > 0; 

OK. I'm ready to reclassify.  

First, the 51 projects that have been eliminated because they have >3 releases and no release date 

need to be reclassified as null and subtracted from the total valid projects number and the 

projects in the growth phase number. I also set the values for proj_class to null for these projects. 

I ran the following query to do this. 51 projects were affected (note: this means that none of these 

projects was previously not classified because their website is not hoste on SF).  

UPDATE test_project_classify t, project_files p 

SET t.proj_phase = null 

WHERE p.proj_unixname = t.proj_unixname 

AND p.num_releases > 3 AND p.new_first_release = 0; 

There are now 110,933 valid projects. 3,186 are not classified because they are hosted off SF. 

8422 projects are invalid because of missing data. 8422 + 3186 = 11608 projects not classified. 

8422 + 110,933 = 119,355 projects in total.  

Projects classified in the initiation phase are not affected by the new first release data. I am 

adding the criteria that projects that are SG must have a time span of 6 months between the first 

release and the last release. Many projects that are now classifed as SG will be reclassified as IG 



because they have < 6 months between first and last release and < 1 year since last release. Those 

with > 1 year since the last release will be classified as FG.  

Because we have to use the old first release data for projects with <= 3 releases and the new first 

release data for projects with > 3 releases, classifying these categories is complicated. I 

considered classifying projects with < 1 yr since the last release as IG and > 1 yr since the last 

release as TG but decided against it because we really have no evidence about abandonment for 

projects with > 2 releases in the growth phase, so I'll classify all projects with < 180 days 

between releases as IG.  

I ran the following queries in this order to reclassify SG projects as SG and IG:  

1970 records affected 

UPDATE project_files p, test_project_classify t 

SET t.proj_class = 4 

WHERE p.num_releases = 3 

AND DATEDIFF(p.last_release, p.old_first_release) >= 180 

AND p.proj_unixname = t.proj_unixname;  

13831 records affected 

UPDATE project_files p, test_project_classify t 

SET t.proj_class = 4 

WHERE p.num_releases > 3 

AND DATEDIFF(p.last_release, p.new_first_release) >= 180 

AND p.proj_unixname = t.proj_unixname; 

3947 records affected 

UPDATE project_files p, test_project_classify t 

SET t.proj_class = 2 

WHERE p.num_releases = 3 

AND DATEDIFF(p.last_release, p.old_first_release) < 180 

AND p.proj_unixname = t.proj_unixname; 

 

Need to fix this by adding test for > 1 yr since last release! (check with 

Charlie on this) 

UPDATE project_files p, test_project_classify t 

SET t.proj_class = 2 

WHERE p.num_releases = 3 

AND DATEDIFF(p.last_release, p.old_first_release) < 180 

#check this against another datediff 

AND DATEDIFF(p.date_collected, p.last_release) < 365 

AND p.proj_unixname = t.proj_unixname; 

 

UPDATE project_files p, test_project_classify t 

SET t.proj_class = 3 

WHERE p.num_releases = 3 

AND DATEDIFF(p.last_release, p.old_first_release) < 180 

#check this against another datediff 

AND DATEDIFF(p.date_collected, p.last_release) >= 365 

AND p.proj_unixname = t.proj_unixname; 

 

6742 records affected 

UPDATE project_files p, test_project_classify t 

SET t.proj_class = 2 

WHERE p.num_releases > 3 

AND DATEDIFF(p.last_release, p.new_first_release) < 180 



AND p.proj_unixname = t.proj_unixname; 

 

Need to fix this by adding test for > 1 yr since last release! (check with 

Charlie on this) 

UPDATE project_files p, test_project_classify t 

SET t.proj_class = 2 

WHERE p.num_releases > 3 

AND DATEDIFF(p.last_release, p.new_first_release) < 180 

#check this against another datediff 

AND DATEDIFF(p.date_collected, p.last_release) < 365 

AND p.proj_unixname = t.proj_unixname; 

 

UPDATE project_files p, test_project_classify t 

SET t.proj_class = 3 

WHERE p.num_releases > 3 

AND DATEDIFF(p.last_release, p.new_first_release) < 180 

#check this against another datediff 

AND DATEDIFF(p.date_collected, p.last_release) >= 365 

AND p.proj_unixname = t.proj_unixname; 

 

I ran the following query to classify TG. 23,072 records were affected.  

UPDATE project_files p, test_project_classify t 

SET t.proj_class = 3 

WHERE (p.num_releases = 1 OR p.num_releases = 2) 

AND p.last_release_yrs >= 1 

AND p.proj_unixname = t.proj_unixname; 

I ran the following to classify IG. 7,523 records were affected.  

UPDATE project_files p, test_project_classify t 

SET t.proj_class = 2 

WHERE (p.num_releases = 1 OR p.num_releases = 2) 

AND p.last_release_yrs < 1 

AND p.proj_unixname = t.proj_unixname; 

 

I decided to continue to use the total downloads rather than downloads per month because many 

projects with < 5 downloads/month have over 50 downloads. I changed the criteria as follows. 

First I classified projects with < 11 downloads and with a time span since the first release of 

greater than 6 months as FG. In other words, if a project has ten or less downloads, 3 releaseses 

and it's been 6 months since the first release then I'm assuming it doesn't produce a "useful" 

software product. Only 62 records were affected.  

UPDATE project_files p, test_project_classify t 

SET t.proj_class = 3 

WHERE p.proj_unixname = t.proj_unixname 

AND p.num_releases > 2 

AND p.num_downloads < 11 

AND p.new_first_release_mths > 6 

[edit] 
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Results_v3 

The New Numbers for the Classification are:  

proj_phase  

50662 I (0)  

57085 G (1)  

3186 (NULL) valid projects unclassified because they have websites separate from SF  

110,933 Total  

 

proj_classify  

35589 TI (0)  

15073 II (1)  

18169 IG (2)  

23134 TG (3)  

15782 SG (4)  

 

3186 (NULL) valid projects unclassified because they have websites separate from SF  

110,933 Total  

 

[edit] 

Classification v4 Methodology 

[edit] 

3/17/07 

When setting up the test classification table, I realized that I had made a mistake in the v3 

classification. I used the date_collected from the FLOSSMole data (table projects_aug_2006) to 

calculate the lifespan_yrs of the projects and thus the cutoff time(< 1 year old) for classifying 

http://linuxlab.sbs.umass.edu/fossocr/index.php?title=SamplingDatabaseWorkNotes&action=edit&section=31
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projects as II. In actuality, the number of releases (data collected by Thomas in the project_files 

table) has a date_collected of about 2 months later than the FLOSSMole data (9/29/06 for 

Thomas vs. 7/31/06 for FLOSSMole). This meant that I had actually allowed approximately 14 

months as the cutoff time for classifying II and TI. We would expect that slightly more projects 

were included in the II class because some projects that were between 12 and 14 months old that 

didn't have a release were classified as II rather than TI.  

We need to correct this error otherwise the test would turn up errors, unless we used the two 

different dates for the date_collected in the test. I think it's better to correct the classification and 

then test the corrected classification using the date_collected from Thomas' data (project_files) as 

the single date collected.  

To correct this error, I duplicated project_classify_v3 and named it project_classify_v4 using the 

following query.  

CREATE TABLE project_classify_v4 SELECT * FROM project_classify_v3; 

I created a new field in the project files table called new_lifespan_yrs and updated it based on the 

date_collected for Thomas' data using the following query:  

UPDATE project_files pf, projects_aug_2006 p 

 SET pf.new_lifespan_yrs = (DATEDIFF(pf.date_collected, 

p.date_registered)/365) 

WHERE p.proj_unixname = pf.proj_unixname 

AND pf.date_collected != 0; 

I classified projects as II using the following query:  

UPDATE project_classify_v4 p, project_files pf 

SET p.proj_class = 1 

WHERE pf.proj_unixname = p.proj_unixname 

AND p.proj_phase = 0 

AND pf.new_lifespan_yrs < 1; 

I classified projects as TI using the following query:  

UPDATE project_classify_v4 p, project_files pf 

SET p.proj_class = 0 

WHERE pf.proj_unixname = p.proj_unixname 

AND p.proj_phase = 0 

AND pf.new_lifespan_yrs >= 1; 

1,731 projects moved from the II to the TI category.  

[edit] 

Results_v4 

The New Numbers for the Classification are:  

http://linuxlab.sbs.umass.edu/fossocr/index.php?title=SamplingDatabaseWorkNotes&action=edit&section=33


proj_phase  

50662 I (0)  

57085 G (1)  

3186 (NULL) valid projects unclassified because they have websites separate from SF  

107,747 Total Classified  

 

proj_classify  

37320 TI (0)  

13342 II (1)  

18169 IG (2)  

23134 TG (3)  

15782 SG (4)  

 

3186 (NULL) valid projects unclassified because they have websites separate from SF  

107,747 Total Classified  

 

[edit] 

Classification v5 Methodology 

[edit] 

4/17/07 

In order to make the classification testing easier, we decided that we would not test the II class 

because it only depends on a project having 0 releases and having less than one year between the 

project registration date and the date_collected from Thomas' crawl of SF. The IG class as 

previously defined included projects meeting two sets of criteria: (1) < 3 releases and less than 

one year between the last release and the date collected, and (2)all projects with >=3 releases and 

< 6 months between the first and last release. That meant that the IG class included some projects 

(meeting criteria 2) that had not had a release for a year or more prior to the date collected. Some 

of those projects might meet our criteria for abandoned (no activity for a year) so the IG class 

http://linuxlab.sbs.umass.edu/fossocr/index.php?title=SamplingDatabaseWorkNotes&action=edit&section=34
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would require testing. If we reclassify the IG class such that it only includes projects with >=3 

releases AND < 6 months between releases AND < 1 year between the last release and the date 

collected then we can eliminate testing of the II class because it only depends on the number of 

releases, the time between the last release and the date collected (< 1 year), and the time between 

the first release and the last release (< 6 months). In other words, under the new definition the IG 

class is correct by definition as long as the data for the number of releases, date of first release 

and date of last release are correct. We'll assume that the date collected is correct because it 

merely records the time we collected the data and does not depend on the accuracy of SF data. 

This will allow us to eliminate the IG class from testing.  

I did the following to make the appropriate changes to the classification:  

I duplicated project_classify_v4 and named it project_classify_v5 using the following query.  

CREATE TABLE project_classify_v5 SELECT * FROM project_classify_v4;  

 

Since Thomas' did a second crawl of SF to make corrections to his first crawl, some of the first 

release dates in Thomas' first crawl disagreed with first release dates from the second crawl for 

various reasons (some first release dates had actually changed on SF! see Methodology v3 

above). Because of this, I used the date for the first release from the first crawl for projects with 

3 releases since this data was more accurate in the first crawl. Projects with > 3 releases had 

incorrect first release dates in the first crawl, so I used the data from the second crawl. This is 

reflected in the queries below:  

The following query affected 2874 records  

UPDATE project_classify_v5 p, project_files pf 

SET p.proj_class = 3 

WHERE pf.num_releases = 3 

AND DATEDIFF(pf.last_release, pf.old_first_release) < 180 

AND DATEDIFF(pf.date_collected, pf.last_release) >= 365 

AND p.proj_class is not null 

AND p.proj_unixname = pf.proj_unixname; 

The following query affected 4584 records  

UPDATE project_classify_v5 p, project_files pf 

SET p.proj_class = 3 

WHERE pf.num_releases > 3 

AND DATEDIFF(pf.last_release, pf.new_first_release) < 180 

AND DATEDIFF(pf.date_collected, pf.last_release) >= 365 

AND p.proj_class is not null 

AND p.proj_unixname = pf.proj_unixname; 

A total of 7458 projects were reclassified from IG to TG  

[edit] 
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Results_v5 

The New Numbers for the Classification are:  

proj_phase  

50662 I (0)  

57085 G (1)  

3186 (NULL) valid projects unclassified because they have websites separate from SF  

107,747 Total Classified  

 

proj_classify  

37320 TI (0)  

13342 II (1)  

10711 IG (2)  

30592 TG (3)  

15782 SG (4)  

 

3186 (NULL) valid projects unclassified because they have websites separate from SF  

107,747 Total Classified  

 


